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Media has changed the world around us and become one of the leading as well as rapidly growing
industry as well. In United Arab Emirates, mass communication has revolutionized a lot in past few
years. Earlier, media was not so powerful as well as job opportunities in this field were lesser as
compared to today. Thus, more and more youngsters are opting journalism as career in UAE.

To assist such youngsters, various media schools and institutions are entering in the industry.
These media schools and institutions offer several media studies in Dubai. With various media
studies or courses, these media schools and institutions allow the students to grow in their favorite
field. One of the most popular media course is photography. Presently, almost every media school
is offering different photography courses in Abu Dhabi. 

Joining photography courses in Abu Dhabi provide following benefits:

Full-fledged knowledge about every technical feature of different cameras.

Understand the effects of lights on images.

Learn about various lenses and flashes as well as which should be use independently.

Learn to materialize your creative ideas in the form of amazing photos

Aforementioned are the key benefits of photography courses. However, learning photography also
provide ample job opportunities as lens man in prominent magazines, newspapers, TV channels
etc.  Besides, photography courses learning TV production in UAE is another best option for the
youngsters who are willing to be a part of media industry.  Most of the institutions offer same
syllabus for learning TV production in UAE. To be more precise the syllabus for TV production
course contains:

*Editing

*Scriptwriting

*Production management

*Special effects design

*History of film

*Delivering a "pitch"

*Audio for film and video

*Cinematography

*Intro to digital audio

*Intro to DAWS
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*Intro to audio post design

*Audio-post workshop

*Online video

*Distribution and marketing

*Film and television production

*Producing and directing

Again learning TV production also give enormous opportunities to enter the electronic media. One
can be a successful director or editor etc. after productive completion of the course.

Keeping the enthusiasm and interest of youth in mind, Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation
(ADMAF) introduced Abu Dhabi Music and Arts Festival. Through this festival, Abu Dhabi Music &
Arts Foundation tries to connect people from different backgrounds and send message of harmony
in the form of musical performances, art exhibitions and educational programs.
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Learning TV Production in uae,UAE seeks to empower a new generation of Emirati students with
the knowledge and self-confidence to become opinion leaders in the media.For more
information,visit us: a www.mynews.ae.
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